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Etter New Generation fruit spirit liqueur 15% vol. 
 

 
Origin of the fruit: Switzerland 

 
Colour: according to the fruit 

Bouquet: intensive fruit 
Taste: fresh-fruity, full-bodied, velvety sweetness 

 

Tip for drinking: Whether as an aperitif or digestif, whether neat in a chilled, tulip-shaped glass, 
on the rocks, as a kir or long drink, or as a topping for a sorbet, there are 1001 

ways in which to enjoy Etter New Generation fruit spirit liqueurs to the full. 

 Drink chilled. 

 

 
 
 
The men love it. And so of course do the ladies. 
 

„Etter New Generation fruit spirit liqueurs” reveal themselves as fresh, festive and trendy. Their 
intense fruity, elegant sweetness appeals to both male and female connoisseurs in equal measure – 

whether young or not-so-young! 

 
The 100 percent natural New Generation fruit spirit liqueurs are unique in this quality and 

sophisticated composition, offering an irresistible and versatile addition to every home-bar. The 
seductive combination of genuine Etter fruit spirit with the natural, fruity liqueur promises a specially 

light and pleasant taste experience. 

 
 

 

35cl Original 
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W   for Williams pear 15% vol. 

The natural Williams pear spirit forms the basis for this premium speciality liqueur. The highly 

aromatic sweet-sour taste of pears has been achieved through a distillation process specially 
developed by Etter itself! A refreshing, tingling speciality. 

 
K   for Kirsche cherry 15% vol. 

A very special taste experience; the spirit distilled from juicy cherries from the Zug region. Thickened 
cherry juice from the house of Etter gives this liqueur a superb fruity taste.  

 

A   for Apricot 15% vol. 
The best way to enjoy apricots! The fragrance of sun-drenched, aromatic apricots delights both our 

taste buds and sense of smell. 100% apricot, 100% natural and 100% enjoyment - and just 15% vol. 
 

Q   for Quince 15% vol. 

Velvety fragrance, sweet - reminiscent of delicate honey and nostalgic moments in grandmother’s 
garden.  A gentle, elegant and harmonious fruity experience for the palate and a very special delight. 

 
 

 

 
 

HIS & HERS „The Lovely Mix“ wooden gift box 
with Williams pear, Kirsche cherry or quince 
 

 

Enjoy together the «Lovely Mix» from the 

house of Etter: the combination of the best 
Etter fruit spirits with the unique, fruity, light 

Etter New Generation fruit spirit liqueur. But 
“uncoupled” too, these two top-quality 

products will give you a terrific lot of pleasure 

and enjoyment! 
 

For the „Lovely Mix“ you combine, according 
to taste, approx. 2 cl Etter fruit spirit and 

approx. 2 cl of the corresponding New 

Generation fruit spirit liqueur. Pour over 
crushed ice. 

 
Get together and enjoy the spirit of the best 

fruit spirit. Whether you choose the traditional 
fruit spirit or the fruity New Generation fruit 

spirit liqueur it’s a happening for your senses. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
"Eau-de-vie" – the „water of life“ - has been both profession and vocation to the Etter family for 

decades. The Etters consider themselves very fortunate to be able to carry on this tradition as a 
passionate, independent family enterprise now for the 4th generation. 

 


